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DAVID BURGESS explains the role that dowels can play in keeping cello neck angles stable

Many violin makers will

have heard of cello neck

dowelling. I have been

using dowelling for

at least 30 years as a

method of stabilising

cello neck projection,

and other makers have

more recently joined

in with variations on

the technique.

This process won’t

eliminate all neck angle changes, because some

of them are caused by distortions of other parts

of the instrument. However, it is so effective that

I’ve never heard of a cello with a neck worked on

in this way requiring any further neck angle

correction. A further advantage of using dowelling

is that the heel of the neck is much less likely to

break if the neck experiences an impact, for

instance if a case falls over backwards.

The idea of reinforcing cello necks came to

me years ago when I was frequently carrying out

neck grafts and neck resets on cellos, most often

because their fingerboards had dropped.When

I removed the necks, I often found that the back

surface closest to the body of the cello, which is

typically planed flat, had become concave. In

other words, the ‘heel’ portion of the neck had

obviously bent. This bending is to be expected:

the neck is under considerable strain, and the

grain of the wood in the heel area runs in the

weakest direction.

But what can be done about this bending?

The traditional wisdom has been to set in necks

deliberately too high in the expectation that they

will move down. But different pieces of wood bend

to different degrees over time, and if an existing

neck is being reset, there is no way of knowing for

sure whether the neck is close to its elastic limit,

and therefore whether it will bend much further.

So what’s wrong with resetting a neck every

once in a while? On a cello, this process involves

huge compromises because of the rib height. To

raise the fingerboard one centimetre, you must

either move the button part of the heel in by

about three millimetres, thereby significantly

altering the shape of the button, or you must

move the top part of the heel out by three

millimetres in the mortise, therefore changing the

proportions and string length more than is ideal.

Furthermore, removing a neck from a cello

frequently results in some minor damage.You

could achieve the same results with a fingerboard

wedge, but it would need to be five millimetres

thick at the heel end (which is very thick indeed).

Or you could use a combination of these neck

correction procedures so that the resulting mess

is spread around instead of being concentrated

in one spot, making it less noticeable.

I thought that there must be a better solution

to this problem.What happens when something

bends? Typically one side becomes shorter and the

other side becomes longer.What could be done

to minimise this change in length? One way of

accomplishing this is to insert a cross-grain spline.
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[2] The method I use most often is to insert dowels below the

fingerboard. Remember that the strength doesn’t come from the

bending stiffness of the dowels themselves, but from the fact that

they don’t allow the front of the heel to elongate or the back to

compress. They should be positioned as far apart as possible. I install

the dowels after varnishing so that glue won’t be pushed through

the end-grain, creating a spot that may show after varnishing.

[1] I cut a groove in the heel with a table saw, and insert a piece of

maple with the grain running in the cross direction. I used rib stock

for the reinforcement in this example, but any cross-grain maple will

work. I insert two pieces for a total thickness of about five millimetres,

then cut the groove to a depth that will bring the spline as close as

I dare to what will eventually be the varnished surface. Novices could

seriously injure themselves by using a table saw, so if you or someone

you know isn’t familiar enough with them to know how to do this,

consider it too dangerous.

After cutting a groove in the heel, a piece of cross-grain maple is inserted The dowels should be positioned as far apart as possible

[1] [2]

Checking the angle and placement of the drill bit

[3]

Drilling the other two holes freehand

[4]

[3] For the hole closest to where the thumb goes, I make a crude drill

guide out of a maple block, which I clamp to the neck. In the picture,

there is a drill bit in the guide hole. I check the angle and placement

with a ruler before drilling the hole in the neck, trying to come as

close to the ‘thumb position’ as I dare. On a varnished instrument, this

hole is best drilled in stages: the drill bit and wood should be allowed

to cool in between attempts to reduce the chances of the heat

blistering the varnish.

[4] I drill the other two holes freehand, being very careful to align

them so that they are close enough to the edge to provide the

strongest reinforcement, but far enough away to minimise the danger

of them breaking through to the surface. You could make a drill guide

for this operation as well.
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[5] Before gluing, I make a groove in the side of the dowel to allow

any glue trapped at the bottom of the hole to escape. If you don’t do

this, you may not be able to insert the dowel all the way into the hole;

or in attempting to do so, you might generate enough pressure on

the trapped glue to crack the neck or cause glue to ooze out of the

end-grain on to the surface of the neck. The groove is easy to make

with the corner of a flat chisel.

Making a groove in the dowel to allow trapped glue to escape Gluing in the dowels to a depth of three to four inches

[5] [6]

Sawing off the excess dowel

[7]

The dowels trimmed flush with the surface

[8]

[7]When the glue is dry, I saw off the excess dowel. Since there’s no

easy way for the moisture from the glue to escape, I wait several days

before putting the cello under string tension.

[8] Finally, I trim the dowels flush with the surface using a plane or

gouge. Some makers worry that, over time, the dowels might start to

protrude from the surface, meaning they could potentially push the

fingerboard loose. To prevent this possibility you can trim the dowel

ends slightly below the level of the surrounding area. It is a good idea

to try out these methods on scrap wood or a junk cello to perfect the

technique before attempting the work on a valuable instrument.

NEXT MONTH >>Mark Robinson uses UV light in his violin restoration work
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[6] Next I glue the dowels in. The large hardwood dowel is 3/8 of an

inch in diameter and the two smaller ones have a diameter of 1/4

inch. They are all inserted to a depth of three to four inches. I have

always used Titebond to glue them in. This glue is generally not

recommended for use when there will be a sustained load because

it may creep over time, but I have never experienced any problems

with it in this application. I apply the glue thoroughly to both the

dowels and the walls of the holes before inserting them to ensure a

good bond. Alternatively, carbon fibre glued in with epoxy works well.

The only reason I tend not to use it normally is that I can imagine

a repairer working on the cello in the future cursing when their

formerly razor-edged cutting tools come into contact with it.


